Intro:

\[ C:\text{MA7} \quad B:\text{bMA7} \quad C:\text{MA7} \quad B:\text{bMA7} \]

And I am all a-lone, there's no one here be-side me

\[ A:\text{m} \quad E:\text{m} \quad F \quad D:\text{m} \quad G:\text{7} \]

And my problems have all gone, there is no one to de-ride me

\[ D:\text{m7} \quad C:\text{MA7} \quad D:\text{m} \quad G:\text{7} \quad C \]

But you got to have friends, the feelin's oh, so strong

\[ F \quad E:\text{m7} \quad D:\text{m} \quad E:\text{m7} \quad D:\text{m} \quad F \quad G:\text{7} \]

Yes, you got to have friends, to make the day last long

\[ D:\text{m7} \quad C:\text{MA7} \quad D:\text{m} \quad G:\text{7} \quad C \]

I had some friends, but they're gone, someone came and took them a-way

\[ F \quad E:\text{m7} \quad D:\text{m} \quad E:\text{m7} \quad D:\text{m} \quad F \quad G:\text{7} \]

Now, from the dusk to the dawn, here is where I'll stay

\[ F:\text{6} \quad C:\text{MA7} \quad D:\text{m7} \quad G:\text{7} \quad C \]

Standing at the end of the road, boys, waitin' for my new friends to come

\[ F \quad G \quad E:\text{m7} \quad A:\text{m} \quad F \quad G:\text{7} \quad C \]

I don't care if I'm hungry, or tired, or poor, I'm gonna get me some
p.2. Friends

‘Cause you got to have friends, the feelin's oh, so strong

Yes, you got to have friends, to make the day last long

Interlude: First 2 lines

Standing at the end of the road, boys, waitin' for my new friends to come

I don't care if I'm hungry, or tired, or poor, I'm gonna get me some

‘Cause you got to have friends, the feelin's oh, so strong

Yes, you got to have friends, to make the day last long

Yes, you got to have friends
FRIENDS - Buzzy Linhart
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Intro:
CMA7  BbMA7  CMA7  BbMA7
And I am all a-lone, there's no one here be-side me
Am    Em   F    Dm   G7
And my problems have all gone, there is no one to de-ride me

Dm7  CMA7  Dm  G7  C
But you got to have friends,    the feelin's oh, so strong
F    Em7  Dm  Em7  Dm  F  G7
Yes, you got to have    friends,    to make the  day last long

Dm7  CMA7  Dm  G7  C
I had some friends, but they're gone,    someone came and took them a-way
F    Em7  Dm  Em7  Dm  F  G7
Now, from the dusk to the dawn,    here  is where I'll stay

F6   CMA7  Dm7  G7  C
Standing at the end of the road, boys, waitin' for my new friends to come
F   G    Em7  Am  F  G7  C
I don't care if I'm hungry, or tired, or poor,    I'm gonna get me some

Dm7  CMA7  Dm  G7  C
'Cause you got to have friends,    the feelin's oh, so strong
F    Em7  Dm  Em7  Dm  F  G7
Yes, you got to have    friends,    to make the  day last long

Interlude: First 2 lines

F6   CMA7  Dm7  G7  C
Standing at the end of the road, boys, waitin' for my new friends to come
F   G    Em7  Am  F  G7  C
I don't care if I'm hungry, or tired, or poor,    I'm gonna get me some

Dm7  CMA7  Dm  G7  C
'Cause you got to have friends,    the feelin's oh, so strong
F    Em7  Dm  Em7  Dm  F  G7
Yes, you got to have    friends,    to make the  day last long

Dm7  CMA7
Yes, you got to have friends